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Scanning Electron Microscope Evaluation
of Two Methods of Resharpening
Periodontal Curets: A Comparative Study
Ofer Moses,* Haim Tal,* Zvi Artzi,* Alon Sperling,† Ron Zohar,‡ and Carlos E. Nemcovsky*

Background: Effective root planing demands sharp cutting
edges on dental curets. However, after several strokes, they
become dull and must be resharpened frequently. The purpose
of this study was to evaluate by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) the quality of the cutting edge of periodontal curets
resharpened by 2 different methods.
Methods: Forty new detachable Gracey curets were used in
this study. After similar blunting, all instruments were resharpened either with 10 strokes using an Arkansas ﬁne-grit sharpening stone (AR), or with 7 strokes using a high-grit and -density
aluminum oxide stone (CH). The cutting edges of each instrument were examined using SEM at 1 mm and 2 mm from the
tip before and after the resharpening procedure. Bevel measurement and the amount of functional and non-functional wire
edges (WE) on the cutting edge were evaluated. Data were statistically analyzed using analysis of variance (ANOVA) with
repeated measures, 2-way ANOVA, and Fisher’s exact test.
Results: After blunting and resharpening, differences in bevel
between groups were statistically non-signiﬁcant. Generally, after
resharpening, there were signiﬁcantly more functional and nonfunctional WE in the AR group than in the CH group. There
were signiﬁcantly more instruments with a complete absence
of WE in the CH group.
Conclusions: The CH stone resulted in a smoother and better cutting edge than the AR stone. The procedure was easy to
perform and required fewer strokes of the curet on the stone. J
Periodontol 2003;74:1032-1037.
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T

he role of bacterial plaque in the
development and progression of
gingivitis and periodontal disease
has been well established.1,2 Clean, smooth
root surfaces should be achieved following
treatment, because rough surfaces further
facilitate bacterial accumulation and calculus attachment.2-6 Therefore, high-quality cutting edges on periodontal instruments
are indispensable for attaining satisfactory results.7-11 The edge quality of a
curet is determined by the angle between
the 2 edge-forming contiguous surfaces,12
by edge smoothness,13 by edge sharpness or dullness,14 and by the presence
or absence of metallic projections (wire
edges, WE).10 An optimum cutting edge
is characterized as having a smooth, contiguous meeting of the facial and lateral
surfaces free of WE.10 Wire edges can be
classiﬁed as functional or non-functional.
Functional WE extend in the same direction of the cutting stroke and, therefore,
are capable of removing tooth structure.
Curets with functional WE produce irregular root surfaces.10 Non-functional WE
are perpendicular to the cutting stroke.
Sharp curets become dull after several
strokes15 and must be frequently resharpened. Various types of resharpening stones
are available. The ﬁne abrasiveness or
grit of a natural stone, such as an Arkansas
stone (AR), allows a smooth surface and
a linear cutting edge.13 Synthetic stones
made of aluminum oxide with large grit
particles, diamond, and silicone carbide
can cause unnecessary metal removal,
rough surfaces, and metallic projections.13,16 Recently, a channel-shaped
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stone sharpening system (CSS) for ﬁnishing periodontal curet surfaces was introduced. It includes an abrasive
surface, which in a cross-sectional proﬁle, is a negative
image of the surfaced zone to be abraded or ﬁnished,
and a relief surface corresponding to the zone(s) to
remain unﬁnished. The instrument is designed with
2 channels that ﬁt the curet shape.
The purpose of the present study was to evaluate
by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and compare
the quality of the cutting edge of periodontal curets
resharpened by either the CSS system or the AR sharpening stone method.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Twenty new detachable #7 and twenty #8 Gracey
curets§ were studied. After similar blunting, all instruments were resharpened with either an Arkansas ﬁnegrit sharpening stone, (AR) or a high-grit and -density
aluminum oxide ceramic stone (CH¶) (Fig. 1). All curets
were screwed into the same handle, blunted with 6
strokes on a chromic oxide, 25-µm particle, coated metal
bar# specially designed for this study. For homogenization, the length of the strokes was marked on the bar
(Fig. 2). Instruments were then randomly divided into 2
groups of 10 curets each. Curets were resharpened using
either the Arkansas sharpening stone (group AR) or the
high-grit and -density aluminum oxide ceramic stone
(group CH). The number of sharpening strokes in each
group necessary to obtain the same bevel reduction was
determined prior to the study. It was found that 10 strokes
were necessary for the Arkansas stone and 7 for the

Figure 2.
Rod used to blunt the curets.The dark part of the rod was coated with
chromic oxide. Instruments were blunted with 6 strokes between the 2
dark lines.

aluminum oxide stone. In the AR group, the stone was
cleaned with a gauze pad and handpiece lubricant before
sharpening each instrument. The stone was ﬁxed on a
table while sliding the instrument on the surface at an
angle of 100° to 110° (Fig. 3) for 10 times, operating
along a 4 cm working length using a similar light force.
Force intensity was not measured. In the CH group, the
blunted instruments were seated on the channel-shaped
stone, which presents a speciﬁcally shaped abrasive surface, and were pulled along the channels according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The round side of the
stone intended to reshape and smooth the facial surface of the curet was not used, since this cannot be done
with the ﬂat Arkansas stone. Each instrument was
cleaned after sharpening by gently shaking in acetone
for 30 seconds and allowed to dry, without any further
procedure or contact with the working part of the curet.
Figure 1.
Sharpening stones used in the study. A) Arkansas stone and
B) channel sharpening stone.

§ G. Hartzell & Son, Concord, CA.
 Alfred Becht GmbH, Offenburg, Germany.
¶ Honing Channel, Cutting Edge Technology LLC, Endicott, NY.
# Rockwell 70, Matas Industry, Carmiel, Israel.
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Figure 3.
Curet sharpening with the AR system.The stone was ﬁxed on a table
while sliding the instrument on the surface at an angle of
100° to 110.

Figure 4.
Curets were ﬁxed with adhesive tape in the same relative position to
the working surface, prior to SEM examination.

Curets were ﬁxed with adhesive tape in the same
relative position to the working surface, examined
under a scanning electron microscope,** (Fig. 4), and
the edges photographed at 500× magnification.
Pictures were taken using similar ﬁlm, contrast, and
brightness before blunting (new), after blunting, and
after sharpening. Cutting edges were inspected at
1 mm (point A) and 2 mm (point B) from the tip of
each instrument. Photographs from new and blunted
curets were used to examine the homogeneity of
groups and to determine the baseline bevel for both
groups. Images of the instruments after sharpening
were independently evaluated by 3 experienced
periodontists (OM, HT, CEN). One operator (AS), who
was not part of the evaluating team, performed the
blunting, sharpening, and photographing procedures.
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Figure 5.
Curet after blunting. Bevel is shown.The bevel for each instrument was
an average of 3 points indicated by the arrows.

Evaluation parameters included bevel measurement (in
µm) and functional and non-functional wire edges (WE).
To avoid bias, photographs were randomly numbered
with no correlation as to the type of instrument
or method applied to the instrument. Evaluators received
similar written evaluation forms and instructions. Functional and non-functional WE were separately rated
according to a scale of 0 to 4, where 0 = complete
absence of WE; 1 = presence of WE in 1% to 25% of the
instrument cutting edge; 2 = 26% to 50%; 3 = 51% to
75%; and 4 = 76% to 100%. The bevel was measured at
the 2 edges and the center in each photograph; measurements were averaged (Fig. 5).
Data were statistically analyzed using analysis of
variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures, 2-way
ANOVA, and Fisher’s exact test.
RESULTS
In all statistical analyses, the independent variable was
the study group (AR or CH), and the dependent variable was bevel and/or WE.
The bevel after blunting (Fig. 6) was evaluated by
ANOVA with repeated measures. No signiﬁcant difference (P = 0.456) was found in baseline bevel in both
groups at points A and B and their mean. In the AR
group, mean bevel was 41.5 µm (SD 6.89), while in the
CH group, it was 40.5 µm (SD 5.12). However, the mean
bevel at point B for both groups combined (36.090
µm ± 4.602) was signiﬁcantly smaller (P <0.001) than the
mean bevel at point A (45.920 µm ± 7.721).
Sharpening results concerning the presence of WE
are presented in Figures 7 and 8. Differences in bevel
size after sharpening between groups were not significant at points A or B.
** Model JSM 6300, JEOL Ltd., Akishima, Tokyo, Japan.
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At point A, the rate of functional WE was similar
for both groups with 2-way ANOVA (Figs. 7 and 8).
However, at point B, the rate was signiﬁcantly smaller
in the CH group (P = 0.037): the AR group showed a
mean of 1.00 (SD 0.562) and the CH group a mean
of 0.583 (SD 0.708) (Fig. 7). In the AR group, 25% of
all instruments presented functional WE compared to
14.6% in the CH group.
The rate of non-functional WE at point A was signiﬁcantly smaller (P = 0.001) in the CH group (0.016,
SD 0.074) compared to the AR group (0.383, SD
0.436). No difference between groups was found at
point B (Fig. 7). In the AR group, 9.6% of instruments
presented non-functional WE, while this value was only
0.4% in the CH group.
The rate of WE among instruments showing no bevel
Figure 6.
after sharpening was analyzed by 2-way ANOVA. This
Functional WE in a curet after sharpening with CSS system.
group represented fully sharpened instruments; therefore, the possibility that WE may have been
produced during the blunting process and
not as a result of resharpening was eliminated. No difference was found between
groups for the rate of functional WE at point
A. However, at point B, the AR group had a
mean rate of 1.00 (SD 0.594) compared to
0.22 (SD 0.272) in the CH group, which was
statistically signiﬁcant (P <0.001) (Fig. 8).
Among instruments with no bevel, 25% in
the AR group and 5.6% in the CH group had
functional WE at point B. When the dependent variable was non-functional WE, the CH
group performed better than the AR group at
both points. At point A, the mean rate in the
AR group was 0.36 (SD 0.44), while in the
CH group, it was 0.02 (SD 0.086) (Fig. 8),
which was statistically signiﬁcant (P = 0.011).
Among the instruments with no bevel, 9% in
Figure 7.
the AR group and 0.6% in the CH group had
WE in both groups at points A and B for all instruments.
non-functional WE at point A. At point B,
the mean rate in the AR group was 0.33 (SD
0.412), while the mean rate in the CH group
was 0.02 (SD 0.086), which was statistically
signiﬁcant (P = 0.011). There were non-functional WE at point B in 8.3% of instruments
with no bevel in the AR group and in 0.55%
of instruments with no bevel in the CH group.
Fisher’s exact test analyzed the numbers
of curets with an absence of functional and
non-functional WE in each group. At point A,
15% of the instruments in the CH group and
5% in the AR group exhibited a complete
absence of functional WE; however, the differences were not signiﬁcant (P = 0.605). At
point B, 5% of the instruments in the AR
group compared to 40% in the CH group preFigure 8.
sented no WE, which was significant (P =
WE in both groups at points A and B for instruments without bevel after resharpening.
0.02). Non-functional WE showed a similar
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Figure 9.
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Figure 10.

Functional WE in a curet after sharpening with Arkansas stone (arrows).

Functional WE in a curet after resharpening with Arkansas stone (arrow).

Figure 11.

Figure 12.

Non-functional WE in a curet after resharpening with Arkansas stone
(arrows).

Curet from the AR group after sharpening. No bevel or WE remains.
Pattern of lateral surface is perpendicular to the curet face.

trend. At point A, 50% of instruments in the AR group
and 95% in the CH group scored 0, which was significant (P = 0.003). At point B, 50% of the curets in the
AR group and 80% in the CH group exhibited an
absence of non-functional WE; however, the difference
was not signiﬁcant (P = 0.096).
DISCUSSION
The importance of the quality of the cutting edges on periodontal instruments is well recognized.7,10 Sharp, smooth
instruments lead to better treatment results reﬂected by
a smooth root surface since topography of an instrumented root mirrors the cutting edge of the instrument.17
Since sharpness is not quantiﬁable, only the objective
1036

components of sharpness, i.e., bevel and the presence
of WE on the cutting edge of the instrument, were evaluated in this study. Evaluation was carried out by SEM
analysis at 500× magniﬁcation. This method allowed differences in bevel width of even a few microns to be measured; it also allowed the presence of WE that can be seen
only with high magniﬁcation to be determined.
The present study evaluated a new channel-shaped
sharpening system and compared it to the widely used
Arkansas ﬂat stone. The use of the CSS resulted in a
smoother and thus better cutting edge than
the Arkansas stone. To accurately compare both
methods, the conical side of the CH stone, which is
intended to reshape and smooth the facial surface of
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Figure 13.
Curet from the CH group after sharpening. No bevel or WE remains.
Pattern of lateral surface is parallel to the curet face.
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